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Abstract

The coexistence of heterogeneous networks within the same spectrum for enhancing the spectrum efficiency has
attracted large interest lately in the research community. Furthermore, the research interest towards the deployment
of small cells and multibeam satellites is increasing due to high capacity, easier deployment and higher energy
efficiency. However, due to the scarcity of available spectrum and the requirement of additional spectrum for these
systems, small cells need to coexist with macrocells and multibeam satellites need to coexist with monobeam
satellites within the same spectrum. In this context, this contribution investigates an underlay spectral coexistence
mechanism which exploits an interference alignment (IA) technique in order to mitigate the interference of cognitive
transmitters towards the primary receivers in a normal uplink mode. More specifically, three types of IA techniques,
namely static, uncoordinated and coordinated are investigated. The performance of the IA technique is evaluated and
compared with primary only, resource division and no-mitigation techniques in terms of sum-rate capacity, primary to
secondary rate ratio and primary rate protection ratio. It is shown that the coordinated IA technique perfectly protects
the primary rate in both terrestrial and satellite coexistence scenarios.

1 Introduction
Due to the limited and expensive spectrum resource,
cognitive radio communication can be an efficient tech-
nique to enhance the spectrum efficiency in the context
of coexistence of heterogeneous networks. Heterogeneous
networks may exist within the same spectrum band in dif-
ferent ways such as two terrestrial networks or two satel-
lite networks. In the terrestrial paradigm, the coexistence
of small cells and macrocells can be considered within the
same spectrum while in the satellite paradigm the focus is
on the coexistence of monobeam and multibeam satellite
systems. Heterogeneous networks in this article refer to
small/macro cell terrestrial and mono/multibeam satellite
systems. In the context of terrestrial paradigm, the macro-
cell system can be considered as primary and a small cell
system as secondary system. Similarly, in the context of
dual satellite coexistence scenarios, a monobeam system
can be considered as primary and a multibeam system
as secondary. In both scenarios, the interference from
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the secondary system to the primary system should be
suppressed while the secondary system must tolerate the
interference from the primary system.
Due to the advancements in terrestrial cellular technol-

ogy and satellite multibeam technology, denser deploy-
ments of cells/beams has become possible for providing
higher capacity and network availability. Small cell sys-
tems provide higher cellular capacity and a large number
of small cells is in general more energy efficient than
macrocells since there is more flexibility of operating
unused small cells in sleep mode due to their smaller
coverage area [1]. Similarly, in satellite systems, multi-
ple beams can be employed instead of a single global
beam in order to enhance the capacity [2]. A geosta-
tionary satellite can be equipped with multibeam anten-
nas to cover the multiple spots over the surface of
the Earth. However, current network configurations use
macrocell/monobeam systems and the deployment of new
small cells/multibeam systems need additional bandwidth
which is scarce and expensive to acquire. In this con-
text, dense cellular networks (small cells) have to coexist
with traditional macrocells and multibeam satellites have
to coexist with the traditional monobeam satellites to uti-
lize the existing spectrum optimally. This need has led
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to the concept of cognitive radio communications which
allows for the coexistence of two systems, primary and
secondary, over the same spectrum. The most common
cognitive techniques in the literature can be categorized
into spectrum sensing (SS) or interweave, underlay, over-
lay and database techniques [3]. In SS only techniques
[4,5], secondary users (SUs) are allowed to transmit when-
ever primary users (PUs) do not use that specific band,
whereas in underlay techniques, SUs are allowed to trans-
mit as long as they meet the interference constraint of
the PUs.
The coexistence of heterogeneous networks in the same

spectrum band can be modeled as cognitive radio net-
works with interference channels between primary and
secondary systems. The operation of the primary network
usually follows a well established standard and should
not be degraded while the secondary network should
employ advanced communication techniques to exploit
the underutilized dimensions in the signal space. When
the strength of secondary interference to the primary is
comparable to the desired signal, treating as noise is not
an option because of interference constraints while decod-
ing and canceling requires complex primary receivers.
In this context, interference alignment (IA) as an inter-
ference mitigation tool has received important attention
recently in the cognitive radio research community [6,7].
The concept behind IA is that signals can be designed
in such a way that they cast overlapping shadows at the
receivers where they constitute interference and remain
distinguishable at the receivers where they are desired. In
this direction, this study investigates an underlay spectral
coexistence mechanism which exploits uplink interfer-
ence alignment in order to mitigate the interference of
small cell user terminals (UTs) towards the macrocell base
station (BS) or the interference of multibeam satellite ter-
minals towards the monobeam satellite. The proposed IA
technique is compared to a passive transmission tech-
nique which allows for cochannel interference, as well
as to a resource splitting approach which would require
altering the spectrum regulations. Furthermore, the per-
formance of different IA techniques is evaluated in terms
of ergodic sum-rate capacity, primary to secondary rate
ratio and primary rate protection ratio.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows:

Section 2 reviews in detail prior study in the areas of
multicell/multibeam joint decoding and the IA technique.
Section 3 describes the considered system models for ter-
restrial and satellite paradigms. Section 4 describes the
considered signal model and channel model. Section 5
provides the capacity expressions and presents the pro-
posed IA technique. Section 6 provides the considered
performance metrics and evaluates the effect of various
parameters on the system performance. Section 7 con-
cludes the article.

1.1 Notation
Throughout this article, E[ ·] denotes the expectation, (·)†
denotes the conjugate transpose matrix, (·)T denotes the
transpose matrix, � denotes the Hadamard product and
⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, In denotes a n×n iden-
tity matrix, In×m denotes a n × m matrix of ones, and 0
represents a zero matrix.

2 Preliminaries and related study
2.1 Multicell/multibeam joint decoding
The concept of global multicell joint decoding (MJD), also
known as BS cooperation, was initially proposed in two
seminal articles [8,9]. The main assumption is the exis-
tence of a central processor which is interconnected to
all the BSs through a backhaul of wideband, delayless
and error-free links. In addition, the central processor is
assumed to have perfect channel state information (CSI)
about all the wireless links of the system. These assump-
tions enable the central processor to jointly decode the
signals from all the UTs of the system. In this scenario,
intercell interference is less important andmultiuser inter-
ference dominates the overall system performance. In this
context, it has been demonstrated in [10] that Rayleigh
fading promotes multiuser diversity which is beneficial for
the ergodic capacity performance. Subsequently, realistic
path loss models and user distribution were investigated
in [11,12] providing closed form capacity expressions
based on the cell size, path loss exponent and user spa-
tial probability density function (p.d.f.). The beneficial
effect of multiple input multiple output (MIMO) links
was established in [13,14], where a linear scaling with the
number of BS antennas was proven.
Similarly, in multibeam joint processing, multiple users

can be jointly processed by a single gateway and mul-
tiuser detection (MUD) is possible. In this context, a mul-
tiuser decoding algorithm has been presented in [15]. The
capacity analysis of multibeam joint decoding over com-
posite satellite channels has been carried out in [16]. Joint
multiuser processing techniques for multibeam satellites
for both forward link and return link have been investi-
gated in [17]. The studies in [15,18,19] consider reverse
link scenarios. Authors in [18] proposed an iterative mul-
tiuser decoding algorithm for the return link of multibeam
satellites. Moreover, the return link of a multibeam satel-
lite with Rician fading was analyzed in [19] under the
framework of Wyner’s Gaussian cellular multiple access
channel.

2.1.1 Interference alignment
The IA technique was firstly proposed in [20] and channel
capacity as well as degrees of freedom for the interfer-
ence channel have been analyzed. This technique has been
shown to achieve the degrees of freedom for a range
of interference channels [21-23]. Its principle is based
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on aligning the interference on a signal subspace with
respect to the non-intended receiver, so that it can be eas-
ily filtered out by sacrificing some signal dimensions. The
advantage is that this alignment does not affect the ran-
domness of the signals and the available dimensions with
respect to the intended receiver. The disadvantage is that
the filtering at the non-intended receiver removes the sig-
nal energy in the interference subspace and reduces the
multiplexing gain. The fundamental assumptions which
render interference alignment feasible are that there are
multiple available dimensions (space, frequency, time or
code) and that the transmitter is aware of the CSI towards
the non-intended receiver. The exact number of needed
dimensions and the precoding vectors to achieve inter-
ference alignment are rather cumbersome to compute,
but a number of approaches have been presented in the
literature towards this end [24-26]. It should be noted
that the IA technique can be classified as an underlay
cognitive radio technique [27] since it deals with interfer-
ence mitigation towards the primary system in frequency
coexistence scenarios.
The IA technique was also investigated in the context

of cellular networks, showing that it can effectively sup-
press cochannel interference [26,28-30]. More specifically,
the downlink of orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA) cellular network with clustered multi-
cell processing is considered in [30], where interference
alignment is employed to suppress intracluster interfer-
ence while intercluster interference has to be tolerated as
noise. In addition, authors in [29] consider the uplink of
a limited-size cellular system without MJD, showing that
the interference-free degrees of freedoms (dofs) can be
achieved as the number of UTs grows large. In the same
context, authors in [31] employ IA as an uplink interfer-
ence mitigation technique amongst cooperating BS clus-
ters for Rayleigh channels. Coming back to small cells, the
study in [32] extends [31] by assuming clusters of small
cells which dictate the use of a Rician channel. Finally,
the authors in [33] propose Vandermonde-subspace Fre-
quency Division Multiplexing for the downlink in order
to null out the interference of small cells towards primary
macro users. In [34], the IA technique has been applied in
the coexistence scenario of small cells and a macrocell.
The IA technique has also been investigated inmulticar-

rier systems in different settings [30,35-37]. A projection
based IA technique including the concepts of signal align-
ment and channel alignment has been investigated in [35].
The IA technique for an interference network with the
multicarrier transmission over parallel sub-channels has
been tackled in [36]. The signal alignment for multicar-
rier code division multiple access (MC-CDMA) in two
way relay systems has been studied in [37]. Despite var-
ious literature about IA in terrestrial cellular networks,
only few studies have been reported about IA in satellite

literature. The feasibility of implementing subspace inter-
ference alignment (SIA) in a multibeam satellite system
has been studied in [38] and it has been concluded that
the SIA using frequency domain is advantageous for a
multibeam satellite.

3 Systemmodel
We consider two different system models in terrestrial
and satellite paradigms. Although these two systems have
different characteristics and channel models, they can
be studied using the same input-output equations as
described in the signal model section. Furthermore, both
systems operate in a normal uplinkmode with the primary
system as a single-user uplink and the secondary system
as a multiuser uplink.

3.1 Macrocell and small cells
Let us consider a coverage area where a single macrocell
operates receiving signals from a set of PUs. A number of
small cells (N) operate over the same coverage area receiv-
ing signals from a set of SUs. Furthermore, the small cells
are able of cooperating through a broadband backhaul
(e.g., radio over fiber) and jointly decoding the received
signals. After scheduling, we consider that for a single
slot one macro UT and N small cell UTs are transmit-
ting simultaneously over a common set of frequencies
(Figure 1). Since the macrocell system is primary, interfer-
ence coming from the small cell UTs has to be suppressed.
On the other hand, the interference of the macro UT
towards the small cell access points (APs) has to be toler-
ated as the small cell system is secondary. We consider all
receivers and transmitters to be equipped withMmultiple
antennas. More specifically, the macro UT has M anten-
nas while the BS, small cell UTs and the AP have L = M+1
antennas. In order to suppress the interference caused by
the small cell UTs, we assume that they have channel state
information (CSI) towards the macro BS. This CSI can
be easily measured if the small cell UTs are aware of the
macrocell pilot signals.

3.2 Monobeam andmultibeam satellites
Let us consider one monobeam satellite (SAT1) and one
multibeam satellite (SAT2) covering the same area as
shown in Figure 2. It can be assumed that they commu-
nicate with different gateways. Monobeam satellite uses
a single beam to provide coverage to the given area,
whereas multibeam satellite uses several beams to pro-
vide coverage to the same area. From the perspective of
spectral coexistence, we consider the monobeam system
as primary and the multibeam system as secondary. In
this aspect, the multibeam satellite has to tolerate the
interference coming from the monobeam satellite termi-
nal. However, the interference coming from multibeam
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Figure 1 Systemmodel, terrestrial coexistence scenario. Graphical representation of the considered cellular system model.

satellite terminals towards the monobeam satellite has to
be suppressed. In this aspect, the IA technique can be
applied at themultibeam satellite terminals to mitigate the
interference towards the primary satellite.
We consider a single ST1, N number of ST2s served by

N beams of SAT2. Multibeam joint processing is consid-
ered at the gateway of SAT2 to decode the received signals
from ST2s jointly. Since a single gateway is responsible
for processing the transmitted and received signals cor-
responding to a large geographic area, the application of
joint processing techniques in the satellite context is cen-
tralized. After scheduling, we consider that one ST1 andN
number of ST2s are transmitting simultaneously in a sin-
gle slot over a common spectrum band. In this context, we
consider spatial multiplexing for the primary monobeam
system and we employ multiple dimensions (carriers) in
the secondary multibeam system to align interference
with the reference vector.
Furthermore, we consider that all the satellite termi-

nals use multicarrier transmission scheme and the IA is
employed at the ST2s over L = M + 1 carriers, affected
by Adjacent Carrier Interference (ACI). In this context,
we consider a narrowband frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) system which can be applicable for L/S
band mobile satellite systems. We consider that M num-
ber of symbols are transmitted by ST1 and 1 symbol per
ST2 is transmitted by spreading across all the carriers.
Furthermore, it should be noted that ST1 sends M sym-
bols over M subcarriers whereas each ST2 sends 1 symbol

over L subcarriers. To suppress the interference caused
by ST2s using IA technique, CSI towards the SAT1 is
required and we assume that this CSI can be acquired
at the ST2s by listening to the pilot signals broadcasted
from the gateway. In this context, we assume time division
duplex (TDD) mode of operation and for a satellite system
with frequency division duplex (FDD) mode of operation,
an alternative way of acquiring CSI should be investigated
since uplink CSI can not be derived from the downlink
pilots in FDD mode. As an example, for satellite scenarios
where FDD is used, the uplink CSI can be derived from
uplink pilots and then can be fed back with the help of a
gateway.

3.3 Discussion
In the considered terrestrial system model, small cell UTs
are secondary transmitters (STs), small cell APs are Sec-
ondary Receivers (SRs), a macro UT is a primary trans-
mitter (PT) and a macro BS is a primary receiver (PR).
Similarly, in the satellite system model, the monobeam
satellite SAT1 is the PR, the feeders of multibeam satellite
SAT2 are the SRs, the multibeam satellite terminals ST2s
are the STs and the monobeam satellite terminal ST1 is
the PT.
In addition to CSI, STs and the PR should be aware of

predefined IA vector v to perform IA. Depending on how
v is calculated, we consider three different IA techniques:
static, coordinated, and uncoordinated in our analysis.
These techniques depend on the level of coordination
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Figure 2 Systemmodel, satellite coexistence scenario. Graphical representation of the considered satellite system model.

between primary and secondary systems. The concept
behind cognitive interference alignment is to employ pre-
coding at the STs so that the received secondary signals
at the PR are all aligned across the alignment vector v.
In this way, interference can be filtered out by sacrific-
ing one degree of freedom and some part of the desired
received energy. For this purpose, the PT utilizes only M
out of L dofs and reserves one dof which is devoted to IA
filtering. However, after filtering the signal is interference
free and can be easily decoded using conventional detec-
tion techniques. The term cognitive comes from the fact
that the STs have to be aware of the CSI and the vector
v to perform the precoding. On the other hand, the PR
needs only to perform filtering adapted to vector v and
no additional awareness or intelligence is required. The
only difference between considered satellite and terrestrial
models is that in the terrestrial scenario, IA is over the
spatial dimensions and in the satellite scenario, IA is over
the subcarriers. A common signal model can be used for

both cases with different channel models as described in
the following section.

4 Signal model
The received signal at the PR (primary link) is:

y1 = Hx +
N∑
i=1

Fixi + z1, (1)

where y1 is the L×1 received symbol vector, x is theM×1
transmitted symbol vector from the PT, xi is the L × 1
transmitted symbol vector from the ith ST and z1 is the
receiver noise. All inputs x, xi are assumed to be Gaussian
and obey the following sum power constraints: E[ x†x]≤
γpsM and E[ x†i xi]≤ γssL, γps being the transmit SNRa of
the PT and γss being the transmit SNR of the ST. The L×M
matrixH represents the channel gains between the PR and
the PT while the L × L matrix Fi represents the channel
gains between the PR and ith ST.
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To simplify notations, we group all Fi into a single L ×
NLmatrix F =[F1 . . .FN ]. The received signal at the joint
processor of the SRs (secondary link) is:

y2 =
N∑
i=1

F̃ixi + H̃x + z2, (2)

where y2 is the NL × 1 received symbol vector and z2 is
the receiver noise. The NL × M channel matrix H̃ repre-
sents the channel gains between all SRs and the PT while
theNL×L channel matrix F̃i represents the channel gains
between all SRs and the ith ST. To simplify notations, we
group all F̃i into a single NL × NLmatrix F̃ =[ F̃1 . . . F̃N ].

4.1 Channel model for terrestrial coexistence
The considered channel model is based on a MIMO
Rayleigh channel whose power is scaled according to a
power-law path loss model (i.e., asymmetric power levels).
More specifically,

H = αG, (3)

where α is the path loss coefficient between the BS and
the macro UT andG is a L×M randommatrix with com-
plex circularly symmetric (c.c.s.) independent identically
distributed (i.i.d.) elements representing Rayleigh fading
coefficients. Similarly,

Fi = αiJi, (4)

where αi is the path loss coefficient between BS and ith
small-cell UT and Ji is a L × L random matrix with i.i.d.
c.c.s. elements representing channel coefficients between
small-cell BS and the ith small-cell UT. As a result,

F =
(
αT ⊗ IL×L

)
� J, (5)

with α =[α1 . . . αN ]T and J is a L × NL random matrix
with i.i.d. c.c.s. elements. In addition,

H̃ = (β ⊗ IL×M) � G̃, (6)

where β =[β1 . . . βN ]T includes path loss coefficients
between all APs and macro UT and G̃ denotes a NL × M
random matrix with i.i.d. c.c.s. elements. Similarly,

F̃i = (
β i ⊗ IL×L

) � J̃i, (7)

where β i contains the path loss coefficient between all
APs and the ith small-cell UT and J̃i represents a NL × L
random matrix with i.i.d. c.c.s. elements. As a result,

F̃ = (B ⊗ IL×L) � J̃, (8)

with B =[β1 . . . βN ] and J̃ is a NL × NL random matrix
with i.i.d. c.c.s. elements.

4.2 Channel model for satellite coexistence
In this scenario, we consider a spectral coexistence net-
work of multibeam and monobeam satellite systems

with interference channels between them. Each transmit-
ter/receiver node consists of a single antenna and uses
multicarrier transmission so that the channels can be rep-
resented as diagonal matrices, where the diagonal entries
correspond to the different sub-channels. The multicar-
rier model considered in this scenario differs fromMIMO
(spatial) channel matrix with full entries as considered in
the terrestrial scenario.
Due to imperfect bandpass filtersb, weak copies of adja-

cent carrier signals may leak into the central carrier caus-
ing adjacent carrier interference. Therefore, we consider
a multicarrier channel model with ACI. We assume that
each carrier goes through independent flat-fading chan-
nels. The multi-carrier channel matrix with ACI for the
ith satellite link for L number of carriers can be written as:

H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h1
√

ρh2 . . . 0√
ρh1 h2 . . . 0
0 √

ρh2 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
0 0 hL−1

√
ρhL

0 0 √
ρhL−1 hL

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (9)

where ρ represents the fraction of carrier power leaked
to adjacent carriers and the parameter hi represents the
Rician fading coefficient, given by;

hi =
(√

K
K + 1

l +
√

1
K + 1

gi

)
, (10)

where K is the Rician factor, l is a deterministic parameter
representing the line of sight (LoS) component and gi is a
c.c.s. i.i.d. element for the ith satellite link representing the
Rayleigh fading coefficient. The channel matrix between
the SAT1 and the ith ST2 can be written as:

Fi = αiDi, (11)

where αi is the beam gain coefficient between the SAT1
and the ith SAT2 and Di has similar structure as H. As a
result,

F =
(
αT ⊗ IL×L

)
� D, (12)

with α =[α1 . . . αN ]T and D =[D1 . . .DN ]. It is assumed
that the fading coefficients are independent across block
matrices Di. In addition, the channel matrix between
SAT2 and the ST1 can be written as:

H̃ = (β ⊗ IL×M) � P, (13)

where β =[β1 . . . βN ]T includes beam gain coefficients
between SAT2 and the ST1 andP =[P1 . . .PN ]T is a block
matrix with each Pi having similar structure as Hc. Sim-
ilarly, the channel matrix between SAT2 and the ith ST2
can be written as:

F̃i = (
β i ⊗ IL×L

) � Si, (14)
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where β i contains the beam gain coefficient between
SAT2 and the ith ST2 and Si has similar structure asH. As
a result,

F̃ = (B ⊗ IL×L) � S, (15)

with B =[β1 . . . βN ] and the block matrix S given by;

S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

S11 S12 · · · S1N
S21 S22 · · · S2N

. . .
SN1 SN1 · · · SNN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (16)

where each block Sij follows the similar structure asH.
Higher gain can be achieved with a multibeam satellite

in comparison to a monobeam satellite since each of the
beams is narrower than a beam which would cover the
whole of the region to be served. For the considered coex-
istence scenario, the monobeam and multibeam satellites
can be adjacent or even collocated in terms of orbital slots.
The beam gain of the satellite link in all the above cases
are evaluated based on following expression [39]:

B(m, k)=GT ·FL·Gmax ·
(
J1(u(m, k))
2u(m, k)

+36
J3(u(m, k))
u(m, k)3

2
)2

,

(17)

where B(m, k) represents the beam gain of kth
beam for mth terminal position, u(m, k) = 2.01723
sin (θ(m, k))/ sin (θ3dB), Ji is the first kind of Bessel’s func-
tion of order i, GT is the terminal antenna gain, FL is
the free space path loss for the satellite link, Gmax is the
maximum satellite antenna gain, θ3dB is the 3 dB angle
and θ(m, k) represents the nadir angle to mth terminal
position from kth beam center position with respect to
the satellite position.

5 System performance
In this section, we provide the capacity expressions for dif-
ferent transmission techniques including proposed inter-
ference alignment technique and describe the different
strategies for determining the alignment vector v. Let us
consider the following input-output relation for a MIMO
system.

y = Hx + z (18)

with E
[
xx†

] = γ I. The capacity of a MIMO channel is
then given by [40];

C = log det
(
I + γHH†

)
. (19)

In the presence of cochannel interference, the input-
output relation for a MIMO system can be written as:

y = Hx + Hcxc + z (20)

with E

[
xcx†c

]
= γcI, where xc is a Gaussian vector trans-

mitted by an interfering cochannel terminal. Then the
capacity of a MIMO channel with input-output relation
given by Equation (20) can be written as [41]:

C = log det
(
I + γcHH†R−1

)
, (21)

where the term R−1 includes the effect of cochannel
interference and R can be written as:

R = E

[
z̃z̃†

]
= I + γcHcH†

c (22)

with z̃ = Hcxc + z. It should be noted that Equations (19)
and (21) are used repeatedly in the following subsection to
study the throughput of considered techniques.

5.1 Capacity expressions
5.1.1 Primary only
In this technique, we consider only the presence of a
primary system and there is no interference from the
secondary system. This case corresponds to current fre-
quency allocations, according to which each band is allo-
cated only to a primary system. For the considered system,
the primary throughput can be written as:

Cpo = E

[
log det

(
IL + γps

M
HH†

)]
, (23)

where IL is the identity matrix of dimension L and γps rep-
resents the SNR at the transmit antenna of the primary
system.

5.1.2 Interference-limited
Assuming no interference mitigation and uniform power
allocation across the multiple transmit antennas of the
UTs and across the carriers of satellite terminals, the
primary throughput can be written as:

Cps = E

[
log det

(
IL + γps

M
HH†

(
IL + γss

L
FF†

)−1
)]

,

(24)

where γss represents the SNR at the transmit antenna of
the secondary system. The secondary throughput with
this technique can be written as:

Css = E

[
log det

(
INL + γss

L
F̃F̃†

(
INL + γps

M
H̃H̃†

)−1)]
.

(25)

In both cases, the second term represents the cochannel
interference.

5.1.3 Resource splitting
In this technique, we assume that the available resource
is split into two in order to allow the interference free
parallel operation of primary and secondary systems.
The orthogonalization can be done in time or frequency
domain for the terrestrial scenario and in time domain for
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the satellite scenario. Although this is an impractical sce-
nario since the primary system need to concede half of its
spectrum, we consider this technique for the sake of com-
pleteness. The primary throughput with this technique
can be written as:

Ĉpr = 1
2
E

[
log det

(
IL + 2γps

M
HH†

)]
(26)

while the secondary throughput can be written as:

Ĉsr = 1
2
E

[
log det

(
INL + 2γss

L
F̃F̃†

)]
. (27)

5.1.4 Interference alignment
In this technique, interference alignment is employed at
all the STs towards the PR and interference is filtered
out at the PR by using the IA vector v. The primary
throughput in this case can be written as:

C̄ps = E

[
log det

(
IM + γps

M
H̄H̄†

)]
, (28)

where H̄ is the equivalent channel matrix after IA filtering.
For the SRs, the interference coming from the PT has

to be tolerated and thus secondary throughput can be
written as:

C̄ss = E

[
log det

(
INL + γss

L
F̄F̄†

(
INL + γps

M
H̃H̃†

)−1)]
,

(29)

where F̄ is the equivalent channel matrix including pre-
coding.

5.2 Interference alignment and filtering
Let us assume a L × 1 non-zero reference vector v along
which the interference should be aligned. It should be
noted that STs are assumed to know the alignment direc-
tion v and to have perfect own CSI about the channel
coefficients Fi towards the PR. As discussed in the next
subsection, the alignment direction for each group of ter-
minals can be predetermined or alternatively coordinated
via signaling through the intended BS/gateway. In this
context, the following precoding scheme is employed to
align the interference:

xi = wixi = (Fi)−1 vvixi, (30)

where ‖v‖2 = L and E[ x†i xi]≤ Lγ , the scaling variable
vi is needed to ensure that the input power constraint is
not violated for each ST. This precoding results in unit
multiplexing gain and is by no means the optimal IA
scheme, but it serves as a tractable way of evaluating the
IA performance. Following this approach, the cochannel
interference can be expressed as:

N∑
i=1

Fixi =
N∑
i=1

Fi (Fi)−1 vvixi = v
N∑
i=1

vixi. (31)

It can be easily seen that interference has been aligned
across the reference vector and it can be removed using a
M × L zero-forcing filter Q designed so that Q is a trun-
cated unitary matrix [22] and Qv = 0. After filtering, the
M×1 received signal vector at the PR can be expressed as:

ȳ1 = H̄x + z̄1, (32)

where H̄ = QH is the M × M filtered channel matrix.
Assuming that the system operates in high-SNR regime
and is therefore interference limited, the effect of the
AWGN noise coloring z̄1 = Qz1 can be ignored, namely
E[ z̄1z̄H1 ]= I. Furthermore, the received signal at the joint
processor of the SRs (secondary link) is:

ȳ2 =
N∑
i=1

F̄ixi + H̃x + z2, (33)

where F̄i = F̃i (Fi)−1 vvi are the equivalent NL × 1 chan-
nel matrices including precoding. To simplify notations
we group all F̄i into a singleNL×N matrix F̄ =[ F̄1 . . . F̄N ].

5.3 Alignment direction selection and filter design
In this section, we investigate various approaches for
selecting the alignment direction v and designing the
corresponding filter Q. Since these two operations are
interdependent, they have to be jointly studied taking into
account the level of coordination between the primary and
secondary systems.

5.3.1 Static approach
In this approach, the alignment direction is predefined
and does not depend on the channel state. It can be seen
that this is quite static but also simple solution which
assumes no coordination in the network. The disadvan-
tage lies in the fact the IA direction may be aligned with
one of the strong eigenvectors of the random PR-PT chan-
nel and in this case a large amount of received power will
be filtered out.

5.3.2 Coordinated approach
This approach entails that the selection of the alignment
direction takes place at the PR and is subsequently com-
municated to the STs. It is assumed that the channel
coherence time is adequate for the alignment direction to
be fed back and used by STs. This is an egoistic approach
since the PR dictates the behavior of the STs in order
to maximize the performance of the primary system. In
this context, the following optimization problem can be
defined:

[ v,Q]= argmax
v,Q

C̄ps, s.t. Qv = 0,QQ† = 1. (34)

Now let HH† = U�U† be the eigenvalue decomposition
of HH† and λ(HH†) =[ 0 λ1 . . . λM ] are the M ordered
eigenvalues. The eigenvectors define an orthonormal
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space of the MIMO/multicarrier sub-channels. In this
direction, the optimal strategy is to select the eigenvector
which corresponds to the zero eigenvalue as the alignment
direction.

Theorem1. For L = M+1, coordinated IA fully protects
the primary rate, namely:

C̄ps = Cpo (35)

Proof 1. From Equations (23) and (28), it can be
observed that the throughput for primary only technique is
a function of eigenvalues of HH† and the throughput for
coordinated IA technique is a function of eigenvalues of
H̄H̄†. The objective here is to show that bothHH† and H̄H̄†

have the same non-zero eigenvalues.
Since H̄ = QH, H̄H̄† = QHH†Q†. Using the property

det(I + γAB) = det(I + γBA), log det
(
IM + γps

M H̄H̄†
) =

log det
(
IM + γps

M Q†QHH†
)
. Using eigenvalue decomposi-

tion, Q†Q and HH† can be written as: Q†Q = VBV†,
HH† = U�U†, where U and V are unitary matrices.
Hence,

log det
(
IM+ γps

M
Q†QHH†

)
= log det

(
IM+ γps

M
VBV†U�U†

)
(36)

SinceQ is truncated unitary, B can be written as:

B =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 · · · 0 0

. . .
0 0 · · · 1 0
0 0 · · · 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (37)

and � is also a diagonal matrix with the following struc-
ture.

� =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

λM 0 · · · 0 0
0 λM−1 · · · 0 0

. . .
0 0 · · · λ1 0
0 0 · · · 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (38)

where λ1, λ2, . . . , λM corresponds to M eigenvalues. Using
Property det(I + γAB) = det(I + γBA), Equation (36)
can be written as:

log det
(
IM + γps

M
H̄H̄†

)
= log det

(
IM + γps

M
BV†U�U†V

)
.

(39)

Since truncated unitarymatrixQ in coordinated approach
is constructed using the eigenvectors in U, which

correspond to non-zero eigenvalues,V†U gives new unitary
matrix Ṽ and has the following structure.

V†U =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
0

Ṽ
...
0

0 0 · · · 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (40)

After removing one dimension, Equation (39) can be writ-
ten as:

log det
(
IM + γps

M
BV†U�U†V

)
= log det

(
IM + γps

M
V�̃Ṽ†

)
= log det

(
IM + γps

M
�̃

)
,

(41)

where �̃ contains the non-zero eigenvalues ofHH†. Hence,
H̄H̄† andHH† have identical eigenvalues in this approach
and this completes the proof.

Remark 1. Due to the fact that we reserve one degree
of freedom for interference alignment, the coordinated IA
technique perfectly preserves the primary rate. Optimally
there can be L data streams at primary transmitter and
if we use all L degree of freedoms for signal transmission,
there exists no zero eigenvalue and in that case, even the
coordinated approach will have small gap as compared to
the primary only technique.

5.3.3 Uncoordinated approach
This approach assumes that the primary and the sec-
ondary systems do not coordinate. Furthermore, STs are
aware of their CSI towards the PR but have no information
about the CSI of the PT. In this context, the STs have no
other option than selecting an alignment direction which
maximizes the secondary throughput. Subsequently, the
PR is responsible for sensing the alignment direction and
applying the appropriate filter. In this context, the follow-
ing optimization problem can be defined:

[ v,Q]= argmax
v,Q

(C̄ss), s.t. Qv = 0,QQ† = 1. (42)

Since the interference channel coefficients H̃ are not
known, we employ a simplified objective function:

[ v,Q]= argmax
v,Q

trace(F̄F̄†). (43)

The solution of (43) is hard to tackle analytically.
A heuristic solution for this problem would be to
select the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue of the equivalent channel covariance matrix∑L

i=1 F̃i
(
F−1
i

) (
F†i

)−1
F̃†i = T. The matrix T can be

decomposed using the eigenvalue decomposition as: T =
U†�U with U = [u1,u2, . . . ,uM] and � being a diag-
onal matrix with the eigenvalues in descending order.
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Therefore, one simple heuristic solution is to choose the
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, i.e.,
v = u1 and to design a truncated unitary matrixQ so that
the conditionQv = 0 is satisfied.

6 Numerical results
In this section, we present a number of numerical results
in order to provide a comparative evaluation of the pro-
posed technique. We consider two different simulation
environments in satellite and terrestrial coexistence sce-
narios.

6.1 Performance metrics
In order to evaluate the system performance, three differ-
ent metrics are considered. The system sum-rate capacity
can be denoted by Csys and is defined as:

Csys = Cps + Css
N

, (44)

where Cps is the capacity of the primary system and Css
is the sum-rate capacity of the secondary system. Sub-
sequently, the primary to secondary rate ratio can be
denoted by PSR and is defined as:

PSR = Cps
Css/N

. (45)

Finally, the primary rate protection ratio can be denoted
by PR and is defined as:

PR = Cps
Cpo

. (46)

6.2 Results and discussion
6.2.1 Terrestrial coexistence
While simulating the coexistence scenario in the terres-
trial paradigm, a macro UT and small-cell UTs are con-
sidered to be uniformly distributed within the coverage
area of the BS and the APs, respectively, as reflected in
Figure 1. The APs are also uniformly distributed within
the coverage area of the BS.We consider aMIMO channel
with each component of the channel matrix being inde-
pendent Rayleigh fading coefficient. The ergodic metrics
are evaluated by averaging over a large number of channel
realizations and positions. An overview of the parame-
ter values and ranges used for producing the numerical
results is presented in Table 1. For the static approach,
we generate a random alignment vector at the beginning
and keep it fixed for all the channel realizations. For the
resource division approach, we consider resource shar-
ing between the primary and secondary systems in the
frequency domaind as stated in Section 5.
Figure 3 presents the normalized system rate (Csys)

versus number of small cells (N) for the terrestrial coex-
istence scenario of small cells and the macrocell. From
the figure, it can be observed that the sum-rate slowly

Table 1 Parameters for capacity results in terrestrial
paradigm

Parameter Symbol Value Range

Number of small cells N 1–10

Macro UT antennas M 2

Small UT, BS, AP antennas L 3

Macrocell radius Rps 2 Km

Small cell radius Rss 600m

Macro UT transmit power Pps 0 dBW

Small UT transmit power Pss −6.02 dBW

Path loss exponent η 3.5

Carrier bandwidth 5MHz

Number of Monte Carlo iterations 103

increases with the value of N for all the considered tech-
niques. The no-mitigation scheme achieves a three-fold
gain while other techniques achieve a two-fold gain com-
pared to primary only transmission. From this result, it
seems that no-mitigation is promising but looking at the
primary to secondary rate ratio in Figure 4, we can observe
that this scheme does not performwell, especially for large
values of N. The increased sum-rate for some techniques
in Figure 3 is due to multiplexing gain in the primary
system and applied multicell joint processing for the sec-
ondary system. Furthermore, it should be noted that total
sum-rate capacity is the summation of primary sum-rate
capacity and per beam secondary sum-rate and we apply
the IA technique to get better spectral efficiency using
the same frequency resource by primary and secondary
systems.
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Figure 3 Normalized system rate, terrestrial coexistence
scenario. Normalized system rate versus number of small cells N.
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Figure 4 Primary to secondary rate ratio, terrestrial coexistence
scenario. Primary to secondary rate ratio versus number of small
cells N.

Figure 4 presents the primary to secondary rate ratio
versus N for different techniques. In general, the pri-
mary to secondary rate ratio decreases as more sec-
ondary small cells are included into the system. The
IA techniques have the best performance with the
coordinated approach ranking the first. This observa-
tion is further supported and verified by the primary
rate protection ratio versus N plots in Figure 5. It
should be especially noted that the coordinated IA
technique fully protects the primary rate as expected,
while other IA techniques preserve roughly 70% and
the resource division preserves 82% of the primary rate.
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Figure 5 Primary rate protection ratio, terrestrial coexistence
scenario. Primary rate protection ratio versus number of small cells N.

Furthermore, all techniques except no-mitigation pre-
serve a constant protection rate with increasing N, while
the performance of no-mitigation technique degrades
monotonically.

6.2.2 Satellite coexistence
While simulating the coexistence scenario in the satel-
lite paradigm, ST1 and ST2s are assumed to be uni-
formly distributed within the coverage area of the beams
of SAT1 and SAT2, respectively, Figure 2. Furthermore,
the beams of the multibeam antennas are also uniformly
distributed within the coverage area of the monobeam
satellite, emulating a beam hopping pattern. We consider
a multicarrier channel model with ACI and each non-
zero component of the channel matrix being independent
Rician fading coefficient. The ergodic metrics are then
evaluated by averaging over a large number of channel
realizations and positions. Table 2 presents the param-
eter values and ranges used for producing the numer-
ical results in this scenario. For the resource division
approach in this context, we consider resource sharing
between the primary and secondary systems in the time
domain.
Figure 6 depicts the normalized system rate (Csys) ver-

sus number of SAT2 beams N for different techniques

Table 2 Parameters for capacity results in satellite
paradigm

Parameter Symbol Value Range

Number of ST2s N 1 − 10

Number of carriers used by ST1 M 4

Number of symbols transmitted by
ST1

4

Number of carriers used by ST2 L 5

Number of symbols transmitted by
each ST2

1

Monobeam radius Rps 520 Km

Multibeam radius Rss 165 Km

ST1 transmit power Pps 10 dBW

ST2 transmit power Pss 3.98 dBW

Receiver noise power @ 5MHz N0 −137 dBW

Monobeam 3dB beamwidth BWps 0.82o

Multibeam 3 dB beamwidth BWss 0.26o

Intercarrier interference component ρ 0.15

Rician factor K 12 dB

Free space path loss FL 190 dB

Max satellite antenna gain Gmax 48 dBi

Terminal antenna gain GT 5 dB

Number of Monte Carlo iterations 103
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Figure 6 Normalized system rate, satellite coexistence scenario.
Normalized system rate versus number of SAT2 beams N.

and it can be observed that the coordinated IA tech-
nique performs better than all other techniques and the
sum-rate slowly increases with N for this technique. The
sum-rate for uncoordinated IA technique is worse than
the coordinated IA technique and is still better than other
considered techniques and it increases slowly with the
value of N. Furthermore, the sum-rate for no mitigation
technique decreases with the value of N, remains more
or less constant with the value of N for resource divi-
sion and remains constant for the primary only technique.
The increased sum-rate capacity for the IA techniques is
due to the combined effect of multibeam joint process-
ing and the applied IA technique. The variation in the
results in this scenario from the previous scenario is due
to the different nature of the channel. In satellite coex-
istence scenario, the channel is non-zero mean and we
consider a tridiagonal channel matrix with 3 correlated
entries.
Figure 7 shows the PSR versus N for different tech-

niques. It can be observed that the maximum PSR
is achieved with the coordinated IA technique and it
decreases with the value of N. This happens due to the
introduction of more number of beams in the considered
coverage area. The PSR for IA uncoordinated, IA static
and no-mitigation also decreases when more beams are
introduced into the system. Furthermore, the PSR for the
resource division technique increases slightly for lower
values of N and remains constant at higher values of N.
This is because the secondary throughput reduces with N
due to the channel structure.
Figure 8 depicts the PR versus N plot for different

techniques. It can be observed that the coordinated IA
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Figure 7 Primary to secondary rate ratio, satellite coexistence
scenario. Primary to secondary rate ratio versus number of SAT2
beams N.

technique is optimal and matches with the primary only
technique. This means that the coordinated IA tech-
nique fully protects the primary rate. Furthermore, all
techniques except the no-mitigation technique shows a
constant protection rate with the value of N, while the
performance of no-mitigation decreases monotonically
as in previous scenario. Moreover, the uncoordinated IA
technique protects almost 90% of the total primary rate
and the resource division protects about 65% of the total
primary rate.
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7 Conclusions
The spectral coexistence of heterogenous networks in ter-
restrial and satellite paradigms has been investigated. The
coexistence of small cells and macrocells equipped with
MIMO transceivers in terrestrial paradigm and the coex-
istence of multibeam and monobeam satellites with mul-
ticarrier transceivers in satellite paradigm have been con-
sidered. The primary only case has been compared to the
coexistence scenarios with no mitigation, resource divi-
sion and different IA techniques. More specifically, three
types of IA have been considered depending on the level of
network coordination and on whether it adapts to channel
conditions. The different techniques have been compared
in terms of system rate, primary to secondary rate ratio
and primary rate protection rate. From the results, it can
be deduced that the coordinated IA perfectly protects the
primary rate. Although no mitigation achieves the highest
sum-rate in terrestrial coexistence scenario, the primary
protection rate degrades with the number of small cells.
From the viewpoint of protecting primary rate as well as
achieving the highest rate, the coordinated IA technique is
the best among all other techniques in satellite coexistence
scenario.

Endnotes
aIn our signal model, we consider transmit SNR as the
ratio of transmitted power to the noise variance.
bThe main reason for ACI is due to imperfect bandpass
filters since we consider a narrowband FDMA system in
this study.
cSince we consider transmission usingM out of L carriers,
excluding the last column from H provides similar struc-
ture as Pi.
dIt is also possible to have resource division in time
domain in this context.
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